Teacher Tools Online FAQs

Video Lessons

What grades and subjects are available on TTO?
Each video lesson for every grade is available for the rest of the semester.

Where can I find the videos for each chapter?
We have created downloadable PDFs that provide direct links to the videos for each chapter. (link to PDFs below)

- K5
- Grade 1
- Grade 2
- Grade 3
- Grade 4
- Grade 5
- Grade 6
- Grades 7–8 Bible
- Grades 7–12 Heritage Studies
- Grades 7–12 Literature
- Grades 7–12 Math
- Grades 7–12 Science
- Grades 7–12 Writing & Grammar
- French
- Spanish

How can I share the video lessons with my students?
You can send your students direct links to the chapters you choose. Sending your students links will ensure that they find the appropriate videos.

Is the additional material mentioned in the video lesson necessary for my students?
No. These video lessons were created as a complete online course for homeschool students. There will be references to additional materials created by the distance learning teacher, but these materials are not necessary for your students.

Will the video lessons correspond to my students’ textbook editions?
No. Because the video lessons are created after new editions are published, some of the videos will not correspond to the most recent edition of a textbook. You can reference this Video Alignment Chart for specific details about editions.

Are the video lessons up-to-date?
Some videos are in the process of being upgraded and may appear dated. However, they should still meet current needs.
How can I find overlap between the older editions in the video lessons and my newer textbook editions?
The best way to find overlap between your textbook edition and the video lesson edition is to compare the Lesson Plan Overviews (LPOs). Some editions have significant overlap, and you can use the video lessons as a helpful resource.

Additional Resources

Where can I find Lesson Plan Overviews?
LPOs can be found under Teacher Edition or Additional Resources tabs or by searching “All Resources” with key words Lesson Plan Overview.

Does TTO have resources to help as I record my own video lessons?
Pre-made PowerPoints are available for download to enhance your own video lessons.

Does TTO provide review exercises I can send my students?
You can send your students additional review exercises that are available on TTO. Afterschoolhelp.com also has free practice videos for Math: Grades 7–12 and Grammar: Grades 4–12.

Can I give my students online assessments?
Yes. You can create one-time-use assessments for open-book quizzes or tests through ExamView. Reference this Resources chart to see if ExamView is available for your subject/grade level.

Professional Development

What professional development resources does TTO provide?
TTO offers dozens of online professional courses that cover everything from teaching elementary science to biblical worldview integration. Check out our newest course called: Teacher Tools Online: What’s in Here?

How can I receive CEU credits on Teacher Tools Online?
You will earn CEU credits when you complete any of the TTO professional development courses.

Where can I find personalized support and online training?
Contact a Precept representative if you need any phone support or online training as you transition to teaching from home.